
MTR CASE STUDY

MTR Foods-A Case Study. Reading Time: 10 minutes. MTR foods is a successful company due to continuous
marketing activities by focusing.

Forays into vermicelli, ready-to-eat foods, papads and softy mixes happened in stages during the next few
years. Soon there was no stopping the mounting losses. At first, we thought a private equity company is the
right option for us, but in the end the answer was Orkla. MTR's reputation for purity evidently helped it pick
up new customers. Maiya was an electrical engineer by training, and he was able to bring together his skills
with both food and technology to launch MTR Foods Ltd. MTR began a push to become a more prominent
company in the early s. Another 14 percent of the company is owned by Magnus Capital Corporation, a
venture capital group based in Mauritius. Their passion for food making has taken them to the heights of
world market in instant food making, the ready made spices, and also the inventory of rava idli. Chairman and
company director Sadananda Maiya owns the remainder. In , MTR was one of the first Indian restaurants to
introduce steam sterilization, furthering its reputation for cleanliness. The prices were so low that the
restaurant would have had to cut the quality of the food it offered. Though instant mix was an idea ahead of its
time, MTR Foods wanted to be the frontrunner in the category. The manager uses human skills, material
resources and scientific methods to perform all the activities leading to the achievement of goals. Due to heavy
losses, Maiya had to close down the restaurant but to protect jobs of his employees he started a grocery store
to sell spices and roasted flour mixes. We downed shutters â€” preferring to lose business rather than
compromise on quality. Having its origin in the city of Bangalore it is famous for the MTR restaurant located
on the LalBagh Road in Bangalore and also for the pre-packed food articles which are sold in packets having
the MTR brand. MTR, in fact does not need to attract customers as managing their customers have been a big
task for the staff. Conclusion: The Company is in a successful yet ambitious state. MTR softies were soon a
resounding success and the kiosks doubled up as branding vehicles. This has been possible by good strategic
planning and evolving the business plans and their implementation. Times were also changing. This is what
Mr. MTR Foods Ltd. As in an interview held, the manager Sadananda Maiya proudly saysâ€¦â€¦.. The
managers were successful leaders also. But the Maiyas had by then grown ambitions of entering the big league
of consumer goods. Human skills: the art of making the dishes. MTR had made its reputation on hygiene and
cleanliness and the owners felt that compromising the quality of the food they offered would have been
disastrous. All these programmes provide a unique opportunity, particularly for secondary school students to
get a taste of the wide range of roles available to them, build confidence and excitement in the career prospects
of both professional and vocational roles. That was the beginning of its entry into convenience or instant
foods, such as rava idli, khara bath, rasam, sambar and dosa mix. Reaching out to younger children, MTR
rolled out a programme targeted at secondary school-aged students. Nineteen seventy-six changed everything.
Magnus was primarily run by Indian immigrants in Singapore. From MTR started distributing its foods and in
launched one of its bestsellers - the instant gulab jamun mix. Successful in southern India, MTR began
penetrating into northern markets by  They did manage and control the work at the work place themselves.
The company is the first Indian processed food company to pass strict global food safety and hygiene
standards, preparing the way for MTR's penetration into a broader export market in the s. MTR was constantly
in talks with investors then. Coupled with this is a shrinking youth population in Hong Kong, where young
people are under pressure from a young age to pursue professions, such as lawyers and doctors, which are
perceived to reflect success.


